Customer Stories
Creating new offices and “branded” meeting room space
- Matrix Networks
Project included:
New premises assessment
Project management
Design works
New Furniture supply
Audio Visual equipment

Who’s the customer?

What was the brief?

Having used us before for a small project at their
office in Northampton, Cubex Contracts were asked
to submit a proposal to refurbish their new office in
Bury St Edmunds.

Once the new premises had been selected we
submitted a design and costs to create a modern and
fresh space for the directors office and board room,
further offices downstairs, as well as the creation of a
small “kitchenette” area.

Matrix Networks designs, installs, project manages
and facilitates the installation of utility networks, for
businesses throughout the UK. They also have
considerable knowledge and expertise in the
renewable energy sector via an independent
Renewables Division.

Before refurbishment of any space could be discussed
the customer involved us in the selection of the new
premises, asking our advice on what could be achieved,
until finally choosing a modern flint stone building with
an exposed oak trussed ceiling.
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Functionality, design and
brand were important
to this customer

About the project

It was very important to the customer that the new
design would not only fulfill a functional need, but
reflect the high quality and professional image of their
brand. We met the brief by suggesting the following:
quality glass partitioning between the directors
office and boardroom, to allow for flow of light and
provide the opportunity to install branded glass film
for an understated and elegant finish

The project was completed in seven days, by a team of
eight different contractors including glaziers, partition
fitters, decorators, a carpet layer and an electrician.
Cubex Contracts appointed and managed the project
team from day one until the site was handed back to
the customer.

new high quality audio visual equipment, to reflect
the modern surroundings

4868

new lighting scheme to enhance the space and
ensure functional areas were properly lit
quality flooring and high end wood veneer furniture.
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First Floor
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